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QUESTION 1

When planning and designing a backup solution, what is the benefit of the VMware vStorage API for Data Protection
(VADP)? 

A. backup efficiency resulting from the deduplication mechanism built into the hypervisor 

B. reduced overhead in the environment 

C. multiple backup targets to offer high-availability 

D. centralized management and consolidated VMware GUI for backup 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When zoning by NBA port in large SAN infrastructures, which feature is a benefit? 

A. prevention of zone overlapping 

B. server-side duplication + 

C. simplified device discovery 

D. SAN attached storage backups 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Match each deduplication type with the correct description 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 4

Which advantage does the HPE StoreOnce Backup System have over traditional, tape- style backup solutions? 

A. it is less costfy tnan tape solutions 

B. it uses a virtual base appliance. 

C. It uses FCoE technology. 

D. It uses disk-based storage 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

When creating a new virtual volume for an HPE StoreOnce VSA on an HPE 3PAR StoreServ 8000, how is the RAID
level chosen? 

A. by selecting the appropriate set size for the W 

B. by selecting the appropriate resource pool for the W 

C. by selecting the appropriate LD for the W 

D. by selecting the appropriate CPG for the W 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A backup schedule is setup where a Full backup is taken every Sunday, with differential backups taken every day
thereafter during the week. That is the impact on the ability a full restore on Friday if Tuesday\\'s tape is lost? 

A. Tuesday\\'s tape can be recreated from the parity data on the other tapes 

B. There is no impact Only Sunday\\'s and Thursday\\'s tapes are needed 

C. A full restore is not possible, as all tapes are needed. 

D. Tuesdays tape can be recreated based on the metadata in the backup database. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer has concerns about backup on the infrastructure and virtual machine performance during backup time. The
customer is using Veeam Backup and Replication as their primary backup tool. You recommend the use of a snapshot
integration 

How does this reduce the impact? 

A. It writes the data directly from the storage to the backup device. 

B. It initiates storage snapshots and mounts them to the backup host. 

C. It performs a LUN level snapshot of all VMs and backs them up. 

D. It creates a snapshot of each virtual machine and writes the data through the ESX host 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer with a LAN/SAN environment is considering HPE 3PAR for an upcoming storage refresh, but has a tight
budget The customer needs 200 TB of Fibre Channel- attached, very low latency, block-storage for application servers,
and 10 TB of LAN- attached storage for end-user file/file shares for about 100 end-users. They want to use as much of
their existing systems as possible and would like to continue using the ISV backup system installed last year to back up
the block-based and file/file share data and files, respectively. 

The customer sees a presentation that includes details on the HPE 3PAR File Persona features and they like the idea of
consolidating their Fibre Channel and LAN-based storage onto one storage platform. You deliver technical
presentations on the HPE StoreOnce and StoreEver backup offerings. The customer asks for an HPE 3PAR solution
proposal that includes provisions for backup-to-local disk and tape of all SAN-attached data, and minimal backup-to-disk
for all LAN-attached data. 

Your sales team is proposing a combined HPE 3PAR StorServ 8000. HPE StoreOnce Backup System, and HPE
StoreEver solution and is working on the HPE 3PAR configuration You are developing the proposals for the HPE
StoreOnce and HPE StoreEver configurations. While analyzing ways to reduce costs, you determine that the
customer\\'s backup windows are achievable with either their Fibre Channel SAN or Ethernet environment. 

Which additional information should you obtain to enable you to recommend the most cost- effective solution? 

A. What is the skill level of the backup administrators? 

B. How much power and floor/rack space will the new proposed solution require? 

C. Does the customer\\'s ISV Backup System support iSCSJ? 

D. Does the customer\\'s ISV Backup System support NDMP? 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 9

Which statement is correct about virtualized snapshot services on an HPE MSA 1040? 

A. The appropriate license must be purchased 

B. Some operating systems support snapshots. 

C. The HPE MSA 1040 does not support virtualized snapshots. 

D. No special license is needed as virtualized snapshots are supported by default 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Arrange the levels of data availability in the correct sequence, from highest to lowest 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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